Foundation Grants Awarded in 2009

A total of $1,402,050 was awarded in 2009 by the Foundations. Below please find a list of several of the funded organizations and projects during 2009. *This list does not include all organizations funded, but rather a sampling of those awarded.*

**University of Arizona Foundation**

$2,000 for internal capacity building in the Alumni Association. Funded by the Walter and Juliet Absolon Foundation.

**Arizona Daily Star Sportsman’s Fund**

$2,500 for camperships. Funded by the Calistri Family Foundation.

**St. Ambrose Parish and School**

$75,000 towards a new roof. Funded by the Calistri Family Foundation.

**Arizona Children’s Association**

$8,000 towards capital improvements of a new program related kitchen. Funded by the Martin and Hildegard Gluck Foundation.

**Gabriel’s Angels**

$5,000 to train child welfare pet therapy teams. Funded by the Martin and Hildegard Gluck Foundation.

**Packages from Home**

$3,000 towards general operating funds in support of actively deployed military. Funded by the Graesser Foundation.

**Civic Orchestra of Tucson**

$5,000 towards the young artists’ competition. Funded by the Graesser Foundation.

**Ronald McDonald House Charities of Southern Arizona**

$100,000 towards a new housing facility. Funded by the George Mason Green and Lois C. Green Foundation.

**Habitat for Humanity Tucson**

$70,000 land donation for new home sites. Funded by the George Mason Green and Lois C. Green Foundation.

**Student Expedition Program (S.T.E.P.)**
$4,000 to scholarship a Native American youth in the expedition program. Funded by the Charles A. Kirtley Trust.

Hopi School Inc.

$4,000 towards the summer school program. Funded by the Charles A. Kirtley Trust.

Last Alarm Foundation

$10,000 towards the restoration and historic preservation of a fire engine to be used for funeral processions of public safety officers. Funded by the Lohse Foundation.

Mobile Meals of Tucson

$4,000 for general operating expenses. Funded by the Lohse Foundation.

Dancing in the Streets

$5,000 towards the general scholarship fund. Funded by the Margaret E. Mooney Foundation.

YMCA of Southern Arizona

$1,000 towards youth programming. Funded by the Margaret E. Mooney Foundation.

Scientek-12 Foundation

$2,000 towards awards for the Southern Arizona Regional Science and Engineering Fair. Funded by the Mulcahy Foundation.

University of Arizona

$70,000 towards undergraduate educational scholarships. Funded by the Mulcahy Foundation.

Pima Community College Foundation

$8,000 towards the Desert Vista Campus Educational Endowment Challenge. Funded by the Martha R. Neff Foundation.

Tucson Children’s Museum

$7,500 for the purchase of new exhibits. Funded by Vance Foundation.

Boys and Girls Clubs of Tucson

$6,000 towards youth programming and program scholarship endowment fund. Funded by Vance Foundation.

Friends of Kartchner Caverns
$10,000 to underwrite the expense of admission costs for classroom field trips. Funded by Williams Foundation.

**VOICES Inc.**

$10,000 towards the underwriting of the magazine: 110 Degrees. Funded by the Williams Foundation.

The above list is not inclusive of all grants, but rather gives a sampling of funds issued.